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SKB cases

SKB cases 
for hoyt, bowtech & mathews

Bow (p 4) Recurve Bow (p 7) Double Bow (p 8) Cross Bow (p 10)

iSeries 
Injection Molded

3i-3614-PL 
3i-4214-PL
3i-4214-5G-PS 
3i-4217-PL
3i-4217-PL01
3i-4217-USD 
3i-4719-PL 
3i-5014-PL

3i-4214-RC 
3i-4217-RC 
 

3i-4217-DB
3i-4217-7G-PS 
3i-4719-DB 
3i-5014-DB-T

3i-3019-12B-M
3i-3424-12BC
3i-3613-BXB 
 

R-Series 
Roto-Molded

2R4417-8B 2SKB-RCC

2SKB 
Vacuum Molded

2SKB-4119 2SKB-4114A 
2SKB-5014

2SKB-8010

Soft Case 
600 Denier ballistic 
nylon exterior

2SKB-SC4115 
2SKB-SC4117 
2SKB-SC4120

2SKB-SC3410
2SKB-SC3616

2SKB-SC3515

Hunter Series 
ABS shells

2SKB-4117 
2SKB-5014

Bags 2SKB-4516-B
2SKB-4206-B 
2SKB-4006-4 

2SKB-4130-C (Cross bow)

Hoyt® (p 13) Bowtech® (p 12) Mathews® (p 15)

Bow Double bow Bow Double bow Bow Double bow

iSeries 
Injection Molded

3i-3614-HPL 
3i-4214-HPL 
3i-4217-HPL 3i-4217-HDB 3i-4217-BPL-M 3i-4217-BDB

3i-3614-MH-T 
3i-4214-MPL 
3i-4217-MPL 
3i-5014-MPL

3i-4217-MBD

Soft Case 
600 Denier ballistic 
nylon exterior

2SKB-SC4117M 
2SKB-SC4120M

Hunter Series 
ABS shells

2SKB-4117-H 2SKB-4117-B 2SKB4117M 
2SKB4120M
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R Series bow cases | Roto molded
Roto-molds are ideal for making large and cylindrical cases. The PE roto-mold 
material starts as a fine powder that is measured according to the size of the 
case. The material is then sealed up in a multi-piece aluminum mold, fixed on a 
biaxial rotating wheel, and heated to 800℉ in a very large oven while the mold 
constantly rotates. The powder melts and coats the inside of the mold and, after 
cooling, the case is disassembled and the new case is removed. Roto-molding is 
great for providing maximum transport protection and impact resistance.

iSeries bow cases | Injection molded
All iSeries bow cases are waterproof and provide a variety of interior styles for 
secure postioning and transport of bows and accesories. Injection molding is an 
expensive investment that leaves no room for error. Made with extreme pressure, 
even the smallest injection molded part requires a very large and heavy mold. 
The injection mold process produces many of our parts and our gasket-sealed 
waterproof iSeries cases are proving to be popular transport solutions for every-
one from touring musicians to military personnel.

2 sKB | Vacuum molded
Vacuum formed products are known for their light weight and durability. ABS or 
PE plastic is formed into solid sheets that are heated and vacuum formed around 
aluminum castings, thus taking the shape of the mold. These heavy duty cases 
feature molded-in bumpers, unbreakable TSA approved latches and comfortable 
carry handles. They also meet or exceed the ATA 300 Category 1 rating ensuring 
their ability to withstand a minimum of 100 trips per year. 

hybrid soft cases | nylon Exterior
SKB Hybrid Soft Cases feature a rugged, weather resistant 600 Denier ballistic 
nylon exterior and a fully lined rigid foam interior that provides enough room 
for a bow with quiver attached, arrows and accessories.

Hunter series | abs shells
Hunter Serie Cases feature rigid shaped ABS shells, lockable draw-bolt latches, 
and “Perfect Match” metal valences that help to keep dirt, dust, and moisture 
away from gear.

achery bags | field-tek
The Archery bag is handsomely designed of 600 Denier cross-dyed fabric to  
ensure durability and strength, rubber carry handle and removable padded 
shoulder strap. The exterior also features two large magnetic pockets to provide 
quick access to your gear and an arrow pocket that is sure to accommodate your 
quiver or most arrow cases.

MANUFACTURING PROCESSES
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Bow cases

All iSeries bow cases are waterproof and provide a variety of 
interior styles for secure postioning and transport of bows and 
accessories.

iSeries bow cases

Small Parallel Limb bow case
3i-3614-PL
Fits parallel limb bows up to 88,9 cm long and 
a dozen arrows (with foam interior).

Pro Series Single Bow Case
3i-4214-5G-PS
Fits bows up to 101,6 cm long. Waterjet cut foam 
arrow system (up to a dozen arrows). Five additional 
accessory cavities.

small Ultimate Single/Double 
bow Case
3i-4217-USD
Fits 1 bow up to 106,7 cm long with accessory tray or 2 
bows up to 101,6 cm and 106,7 cm long, respectively.

Parallel Limb bow case
3i-4217-PL
Fits parallel limb bows up to 104 cm long and a dozen 
arrows (with plush interior).
-  3i-4217-PL-01  | Black with Platium Plush interior
-  3i-4217-PL-T  | Desert Tan with Tan Plush interior
- 3i-4217-PL-M | OD Green with Platinum Plush interior

Large Parallel Limb bow case
3i-4214-PL
Fits parallel limb bows up to 101,5 cm long and 
a dozen arrows (with foam interior).
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Model # Interior Dimensions (L x W x D) Product Weight Available colours
3i-3614-PL 88,9 x 35,6 x 12,7 cm 8,2 kg Black, Desert Tan & OD Green

3i-4214-PL 101,6 x 36,8 x 12,7 cm 9,5 kg Black, Desert Tan & OD Green

3i-4214-5G-PS 101,6 x 36,8 x 12,7 cm 10,4 kg Grey

3i-4217-PL 104,1 x 39,4 x 12,7 cm 11,3 kg Black, Desert Tan & OD Green

3i-4217-USD 104,1 x 39,4 x 12,7 cm 12,2 kg Black

3i-4719-PL 116,8 x 45,7 x 19,1 cm 14,5 kg Black

3i-5014-PL 121,9 x 36,8 x 15,2 cm 10,4 kg Black

48” Parallel Limb bow case
3i-5014-PL
Fits parallel limb bows up to 122 cm long and a dozen 
arrows (with foam interior).

Ultimate Single/double bow case
3i-4719-PL
Fits one bow up to 116,8 cm long with accessory tray 
or two bows up to 111,7 and 116,8 cm long, respectively.

These heavy duty cases feature molded-in bumpers, unbreakable TSA approved latches, and comfortable carry handles. 
They also meet or exceed the ATA 300 Category 1 rating, ensuring their ability to withstand a minimum of 100 trips per 
year.

2SKB | ATA rated

shaped parallel limb bow case
2SKB-4119
Fits most parallel limb bows up to 99 cm long, complete 
with quiver, sight and stabelizer.

Model # Interior Dimensions (L x W x D) Product Weight Available colours
2SKB-4119 99,1 x 45,7 x 19,1 cm 9,1 kg Black
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SKB Hybrid Soft Cases feature a rugged, weather resis-
tant 600 Denier ballistic nylon exterior and a fully lined 
rigid foam interior that provides enough room for a bow 
with quiver attached, arrows and accessories.

hybrid soft cases

Model # Interior Dimensions (L x W x D) Product Weight Available colours
2SKB-SC4115 102,9 x 36,8 x 12,7 cm 3,6 kg Black

2SKB-SC4117 99,1 x 38,1 x 12,7 cm 4,5 kg Black

2SKB-SC4120 104,1 x 43,2 x 12,7 cm 5,0 kg Black

bow case small
2SKB-SC4115

bow case
2SKB-SC4117
Fits most parallel limb bows up to 99 cm long 
and a dozen arrows.

XL bow case
2SKB-SC4120
Fits most parallel limb bows up to 104,1 cm long 
and a dozen arrows.

Hunter Serie Cases feature rigid shaped ABS shells, lockable draw-bolt latches, and 
“Perfect Match” metal valences that help to keep dirt, dust, and moisture away from gear.

Hunter series

Model # Interior Dimensions (L x W x D) Product Weight Available colours
2SKB-4117 99,1 x 38,1 x  15,2 cm 5,0 kg Black

2SKB-4120 104,1 x 43,2 x 15,2 cm 5,9 kg Black

parallel limb bow case
2SKB-4117
Fits most parallel limb bows up to 99 cm long 
and 38,1 cm wide.

hunter xl series bow case
2SKB-4120
Fits most parallel limb bows up to 104,1 cm long 
and 43,2 cm wide.
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The Archery bag is handsomely designed of 600 Denier cross-dyed fabric to ensure durability and strength, rubber carry handle 
and removable padded shoulder strap. The exterior also features two large magnetic pockets to provide quick access to your gear 
and an arrow pocket that is sure to accommodate your quiver or most arrow cases.

achery bags

field-tek  archery bag
2SKB-4206-B
Fits bows up to 106,6 cm long and 
96,5 cm wide.

Archery Bag / Backpack 4516
2SKB-4516-B

Recurve Achery Case
3i-4214-RC
Fits 1 recurve riser and 1 set of limbs.

Hybrid Recurve Case, Large
2SKB-SC3616

Double Recurve bow case
3i-4217-RC
Fits 2 take-down recurve risers and 2 sets of limbs, with storage 
for arrow quivers and stabelizers up to 96,5 cm long.

hybrid recurve archery soft case
2SKB-SC3410
Fits a single take-down recurve riser and one set of limbs.

Model # Interior Dimensions (L x W x D) Product Weight Available colours
3i-4214-RC 104,1 x 36,8 x 15,2 cm 11,3 kg Black

3i-4217-RC 108,0 x 43,2 x 19,1 cm 11,3 kg Black

2SKB-SC3410 91,4 x 27,9 x 12,7 cm 4,1 kg Black

2SKB-SC3616 91,4 x 40,6 x 12,7 cm 3,4 kg Black

Model # Interior Dimensions (L x W x D) Product Weight Available colours
2SKB-4206-B 106,7 x 40,6 x 15,2 cm 1,4 kg Black

2SKB-4516-B 114,3 x 40,6 x 11,4 cm 3,7 kg Black
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Double Bow cases

46” Double Bow/Rifle case
3i-4719-DB
Fits (2) bows up to 116,8 cm long and 45,7 cm wide 
or a bow/rifle combination.

40” Double bow/Rifle case
3i-4217-DB
Fits (2) bows up to 101,5 cm long and 40,6 cm wide 
or a bow/rifle combination.

50” Double bow/rifle case
3i-5014-DB-T
Fits (2) bows up to 127 cm long and 34,3 cm wide 
or a bow/rifle combination. Also available:
- 3i-5014-DB  | Black
-  3i-5014-DB-M  | OD Green

All iSeries bow cases are waterproof and provide a variety of interior styles for secure postioning and transport of bows and 
accessories.

iSeries bow cases

Model # Interior Dimensions (L x W x D) Product Weight Available colours
3i-4217-DB 101,6 x 40,6 x 16,5 cm 10,9 kg Black, Desert Tan & OD Green

3i-4217-7G-PS 101,6 x 40,6 x 16,5 cm 10,9 kg Grey

3i-4719-DB 116,8 x 45,7 x 19,1 cm 13,2 kg Black

3i-5014-DB-T 127,0 x 34,3 x 15,2 cm 10,9 kg Black, Desert Tan & OD Green

Pro Series Double Bow Case
3i-4217-7G-PS
Fits bow/rifles up to 101,6 cm long. Custom cut bunk 
bed divider that accommodates an arrow case.
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Roto molded of HDPE for strength and durability, this case offers 
a convenient convoluted bunk bed style foam interior which  
accommodates two bows with the quivers removed, a rifle/bow 
combination or four rifles.

R Series bow cases

r series double bow/rifle case
2R4417-8B

Model # Interior Dimensions (L x W x D) Product Weight Available colours
2R4417-8B 109,2 x 39,4 x 17,8 cm 14,1 kg Black, Desert Tan & OD Green

Model # Interior Dimensions (L x W x D) Product Weight Available colours
2SKB-4114A 104,1 x 39,4 x 15,2 cm 10,9 kg Black

2SKB-5014 127,0 x 39,4 x 15,2 cm 12,7 kg Black

double bow case
2SKB-4114A
Fits (2) bows up to 104 cm long and a dozen arrows.

double bow/rifle case
2SKB-5014
Fits (2) bows up to 127 cm long or a bow/rifle 
combination.
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These heavy duty cases feature molded-in bumpers, unbreakable TSA approved latches, and comfortable carry handles. 
They also meet or exceed the ATA 300 Category 1 rating, ensuring their ability to withstand a minimum of 100 trips per 
year.

2SKB | ATA rated



Mission Sub-1 Crossbow Case
3i-3019-12B-M
Accommodates a sub-1 crossbow, quiver, and 
accessories. Padlock holes include stainless steel 
padlock protector clips.

iSeries 3518 cross bow case 
3i-3424-12BC
Features a cubed (pick&pluck) foam insert to ensure a precise 
fit for most crossbows and gear, along with wheels and a tow 
handle for easy transport.

CROSSBow cases
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iSeries 3518 cross bow case 
3i-3424-12BC
Features a cubed (pick&pluck) foam insert to ensure a precise 
fit for most crossbows and gear, along with wheels and a tow 
handle for easy transport.

roto crossbow case
2SKB-RCC
Fits most reverse and parallel limb crossbows.

ATA Crossbow Case 8010
2SKB-8010
Accommodates most of the crossbows produced by 
Horton, Barnett, Darton, Parker, Diamond Stryker, 
TenPoint and others.

iseries tenpoint bREakdown 
crossbow case
3i-3614-6-007
Fits most TenPoint crossbows with limbs up to 62,2 cm 
wide and stocks up to 82,5 long. Also available:
-  3i-3614-6-006   | Tan with black logo

Model # Interior Dimensions (L x W x D) Product Weight Available colours
3i-3019-12B-M 76,2 x 49,5 x 30,5 cm 14,4 kg Black

3i-3424-12BC 87,6 x 62,2 x 34,5 cm 17,7 kg Black

2SKB-RCC 101,6 x 76,2 x 27,9 cm 12,2 kg Black

3i-3614-BXB 91,4 x 34,3 x 30,5 cm 10,0 kg Black

2SKB-8010 109,2 x 76,2 x 25,4 cm 7,7 kg Black

Ultimate waterproof 
crossbow case
3i-3613-BXB
Fits the Ravin R9, R10, R15, R20 and R20 Sniper Edition 
crossbows, as well as the TenPoint Shadow NXT and 
Stealth NXT models.
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Bowtech® diamond archery edition hunter series 
2SKB-4117-B
Fits parallel limb bows up to 99 cm long.
This case will accommodate most Diamond and Bowtech® bows with quiver attached, and features a plush-
lined EPS interior with room for a dozen arrows, as well as an ABS molded shell, Perfect Match 
aluminium valance, and lockable draw-bolt metal latches.

bowtech® series parallel limb bow case
3i-4217-BPL-M
Fits parallel limb bows up to 104,1 cm long and 39,4 cm wide.
Offering superior protection for Bowtech® paralle limb bows, this waterproof case features a plush 
lined interior with Velcro® straps for secure positioning and cushioning of gear, and a state-of-art 
water-jet arrow system that holds up to a dozen arrows.

bowtech® double parallel limb bow case
3i-4217-BDB
Fits (2) parallel limb bows up to 101,6 cm long and 40,6 cm wide.
A rigid foam bunk-bed style system and convuled foam in the lid provides superior cushioning 
and secure positioning for two bows, or a signle bow and accessories.

bowtech® cases by skb

Model # Interior Dimensions (L x W x D) Product Weight Available colours
2SKB-4117-B 99,1 x 38,1 x 15,2 cm 5,0 kg Black

3i-4217-BPL-M 104,1 x 39,4 x 12,7 cm 11,3 kg OD Green

3i-4217-BDB 101,6 x 40,6 x 16,5 cm 10,9 kg Black

Bowtech® cases by skb
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hoyt® hunter Series parallel limb bow case
2SKB-4117-H
Fits parallel limb bows up to 99 cm long.
Features a plush-lined EPS interior with room for a dozen arrows, as well as an ABS molded shell, 
Perfect Match aluminium valance, lockable draw-bolt metal latches and a comfortable carrying 
handle for easy transport.

hoyt® hunter series parallel limb bow case
3i-3614-HPL
Fits parallel limb bows up to 89 cm long.
Offering superior protection for Hoyt® parallel limb bows, this waterproof case features a custom 
foam insert for secure positoning and cushioning of gear, and a state-of-art water-jet arrow 
system that holds up to a dozen arrows.

hoyt® cases by skb

Model # Interior Dimensions (L x W x D) Product Weight Available colours
2SKB-4117-H 99,1 x 38,1 x 15,2 cm 5,0 kg Black

3i-3614-HPL 88,9 x 35,6 x 12,7 cm 8,2 kg Black

3i-4214-HPL 101,6 x 36,8 x 12,7 cm 9,5 kg Black

3i-4217-HPL 104,1 x 39,4 x 12,7 cm 11,3 kg Black

3i-4217-HDB 101,6 x 40,6 x 16,5 cm 10,9 kg Black
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Mathews HUnter serie bow case
2SKB-4117M
Fits Mathews® parallel limb bows up to 99 cm long.
Also available:
2SKB-4120M    |  Mathews® XL Hunter Series Bow case
Fits most Mathews bows up to 104,1 cm long with quiver.



small parallel limb bow case
3i-3614-MH-T
Fits Mathews® parallel limb bows up to 88,9 cm 
long and 35,6 wide.

medium parallel limb bow case
3i-4214-MPL
Fits Mathews® parallel limb bows up to 101,6 cm long and 35,6 wide.
Also available:
-  3i-4217-MPL  | iSeries Mathews® Large Parallel Limb bow case  
  fits Mathews® parallel limb bows up to 104,1 cm and 39,4 cm wide.
-  3i-4217-MDB | iSeries Mathews® Double Parallel Limb bow case  
 fits (2) Mathews® parallel limb bows up to 101,6 cm and 40,6 cm wide.
-  3i-5014-MPL | iSeries Mathews® Long bow case  
  fits Mathews® parallel limb bows up to 121,9 cm and 36,8 cm wide.

Model # Interior Dimensions (L x W x D) Product Weight Available colours
3i-3614-MH-T 88,9 x 35,6 x 12,7 cm 8,2 kg Desert Tan

3i-4214-MPL 101,6 x 36,8 x 12,7 cm 9,5 kg Black & Desert Tan

3i-4217-MPL 104,1 x 39,4 x 12,7 cm 11,3 kg Black & Desert Tan

3i-4217-MDB 101,6 x 40,6 x 16,5 cm 10,9 kg Black

3i-5014-MPL 121,9 x 36,8 x 15,2 cm 10,4 kg Black

2SKB-4117M 99,1 x 38,1 x 15,2 cm 5,0 kg Black

2SKB-4120M 104,1 x 43,2 x 15,2 cm 5,9 kg Black

2SKB-SC4117M 99,1 x 38,1 x 12,7cm 4,5 kg Black

2SKB-SC4120M 104,1 x 43,2 x 12,7 cm 5,0 kg Black

mathews® cases by skb

hybrid bow case
2SKB-SC4117M
Fits Mathews® bows up to 99 cm long 
with quiver attached.

hybrid xl bow case
2SKB-SC4120M
Fits Mathews® bows up to 104,1 cm long 
with quiver attached.
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SKB Europe BV

Hamelendijk 2
5541 RA Reusel
Netherlands
ph +31 (0)497 339 836
www.skb-europe.com
sales@skb-europe.com

Distributed by

The best cases in the world!

In 1977, the first SKB case was manufactured in a small Anaheim, California garage by SKB  
founders Steve Kottman and Dave Sanderson. Today, SKB engineers cases for hundreds of  
companies involved in many diverse industries. We never lose sight of the fact that our customers 
give us the opportunity to excel and their challenges allow us to develop and grow. 

See the complete lineup of SKB products @ skb-europe.com

Case for All Applications Ultimate Protection Lifetime Warranty
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Still looking for the perfect case?
Visit our website www.skb-europe.com, where you can find loads of information. With the help of an  
extended product search you will find the perfect case or box for your project. You can also find 
our fitchart which matches your equipment to the best possible case.

Photo / Video SportsPro AudioMusic Cases & boxes

Scuba Diving CasesGolf CasesGun Cases Fishing Cases


